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January 15, 2009 
 
Week 1: Please post your core belief(s)  in the “My Worldview” space. 
 
I've thought a lot about this - how does one identify their core value? I think sometimes 
it's so much a part of you that you don't know it's even there! It's just integrated into who 
you area. 
 
I guess for me though, I'd have to say service. I'm not in a traditional "power" leadership 
situation. I have one student worker in my direct responsibility. But I work at an 
education service agency and our goal is to serve our districts. To meet their needs. To 
assist with state and federal mandates. To provide professional development, resources, 
programs etc that enhance education.  
 
Then, as a leader in instructional technology for my districts, the way I lead them is to 
serve them. To cast a vision and then provide much of what is necessary to accomplish it 
- PD, resources, sample lessons, etc.  
 
I'm just beginning to get a grasp on servant leadership, and I feel that this concept aptly 
describes my core belief of leadership service. 
 
That's my first thoughts.... 
 
January 25, 2009 
 
Week 2: Provide an initial response to each of Sire’s 7 questions. 
 

Answering Sire’s 7 Questions 
 
            Sire suggests that a worldview may be best described as a story (need the 
reference). The story or narrative can be the overarching explanation to life and it’s 
meaning. This approach is appealing to me, so to answer his seven questions, I will use 
the a narrative format. The narrative that explains reality for me is based on my belief in 
the Bible as God’s revealed will to humankind, built on my childhood upbringing and on 
my repeated re-examination of my beliefs. 
 
            The story begins in heaven, before time on earth began. God’s creatures all 
obeyed and loved Him. Peace reigned supreme. But then one being, Lucifer, the highest 
ranking angel, became dissatisfied. He wanted an even higher position. The seed of 
selfishness was sown, and soon he and his followers were cast out of heaven (Isaiah 14, 
Ezekiel 28, and Revelation 12-14). This war between good and evil defines and explains 
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the course of human history (Sire, Question 7). The overarching prime reality is this 
universe created by God, but now in a civil war conflict, which will end soon (Sire, 
Question 1). Human history is marching towards 
 
            Around this same time, God was creating the earth and all the inhabitants 
(Genesis 1-2; Sire, Question 2). He formed Adam from the dust, breathed into him, and 
Adam being a living human, made in the image of God (Genesis 1:27). From Adam’s rib, 
he created Eve to be a companion for him (Genesis 2). Adam and Eve were given the 
garden to tend, the animals to name, and all of creation to enjoy and preserve. God 
walked with them in the garden, taught them, and encouraged them to create and learn. 
Made in His image, humans are intelligent and created with creativity and a curiosity to 
learn, know, and build (Sire, Question 5). When established in the garden, Adam and Eve 
were given a simple method to show their loyalty to God – not eating of the tree of good 
and evil. However Eve believed the lie of the serpent that she would not die, and she ate 
and persuaded Adam to do the same (Genesis 3). Thus the perfect environment where 
everyone lived to serve and bless others was changed to one of selfishness, decay, and 
destruction, as sin took hold in this world. 
 
            However, God would not let us be held under the sway of the imposter ruler of 
this world, Satan. In due time, He sent His Son to live among us, to teach us, heal us, and 
ultimately die for us (John 3:16). This fact shows me that each human being is loved and 
valued by God, and therefore directs how I should interact with others (Sire, Question 3). 
 
            When His children die, their breath goes back to God (Ecclesiastes 12:7, Job 
27:3) and their body returns to the dust. The dead know nothing, and their hopes and 
dreams have died with them (Ecclesiastes 9:5, Sire Question 4). However, when Jesus 
returns, He will raise His people up to meet Him in the air (1 Thessalonians 4:15-18). 
Therefore we have hope and comfort while living on a war-torn planet. 
 
            How then, shall we live? With an awareness of the war being fought in our own 
lives and the lives of those around us. We can know what is right and wrong by the 
commands of Jesus (i.e. Exodus 20, Proverbs, Matthew 5-7, John 14-17). His word to us 
provides a conceptual framework for right and wrong, and continually convicts us 
towards better reflections of God’s character of good. In addition, His Spirit teaches us 
and informs and guides our conscience (John 16:8-11). Our awareness of the war informs 
our interactions with others, knowing that God wants the best for each of us, both in this 
world and the one to come (Sire, Question 6). 
 
January 25, 2009 
Thinking about worldview and work 
 
Lou inspired me to think about my worldview and my work.... I don't see Sire's seven 
questions as directly relating to my work.... maybe if I explore my beliefs about human 
nature a little more - I know choice and respect of others is really important to me.... 
 



I realize I need to think about this more... and it may be that some of the other 
frameworks for my philosophical foundations - i.e. the theories of human nature and the 
nature of education etc. will be more directly related to my work..... 
 
 so this is just a note to remind me to keep thinking about it.... 
 
January 29, 2009 
What is Real? 
 
I've been thinking a bit more about reality - it's not just God or His universe - it's also my 
experience, it's the physical world around me, the bond of friendship I have with people 
far away, the Spirit who connects us..... 
 
January 29, 2009 
Thoughts from reading Church Next 
 
Been reading "Church Next" by Malphurs & Malphurs (2003) for my 5th competency 
this week... 
 
Some interesting tie-ins to world views. The book began with a description of the need, a 
theology of change, an overview of worldviews, before going into how to use the Internet 
for ministry.  
 
p. 77 had a nice chart comparing modernism and post modernism.... 
 
just want to write down quick thoughts of where I fit on the contrasts.... 
 
postmodern - information revolution (vs. industrial revolution) 
postmodern - globalism (vs. nationalism) 
postmodern - authentic community (vs. autonomous self) 
postmodern - authority: experience (vs. reason) 
modernism - optimism (vs. pessimism) - tho' that may be due to my faith in Christ 
postmodern - man is bad (vs. man is good) 
postmodern - supernatural (vs. natural world) 
postmodern - spiritual (vs. skeptical) 
postmodern - narrative (vs. didactic) 
both - modern - scientists and educators; and postmodern - artists and poets 
postmodern - contradiction 
not really either - modernism discover truth with scientific method; postmodern create 
truth 
modern - metanarrative; but also some postmodern metanarratives - the overlapping 
narratives 
 
The one that stands out for me is contradiction - or seeming contradiction - this started 
with me trying to resolved arguments on different reasons why Jesus died when I was in 
college - also confusion over the meaning of the wrath of God.... the way I resolved it 



was thinking of a diamond - God is like a diamond - everyone sees different sides of it - 
all of it is truth - but some parts of God's truth speak more strongly to some people than 
others....  
 
I know the Hebrew thought was able to hold paradoxical truths at the same time....  
 
So I'm thinking that already, my worldview doesn't fit into a nice box/label - because I 
have the postmodern idea of overlapping narratives and contradictions... so I'm able to 
hold two potentially conflicting views at once - or pick and choose from worldviews as 
appropriate to my faith..... 
 
January 29, 2009 
 
Week 3: What kind of education have you had and how might that influence your 
expectations for this class and the Leadership program in general? 
 
My formal education has included a variety of lecture, small group, interaction, online, 
face to face, experience based, labs etc. 
 
This has influenced my ideas of how the instructor should design learning experiences for 
the student, and has created some expectations for formal learning experiences... which 
can make the focus on competencies somewhat disconcerting.  
 
However, my informal education has influenced me even more. Two major components - 
traveling to around 20 countries as a missionaries kid and experiencing different 
cultures... and then the constant change of educational technology change - having to 
learn new things and figure out how they appropriately apply to teaching & curriculum. 
 
This has in a huge part influenced my choice for the leadership program. I'm no longer 
the auditory learner I was in college - I now learn by doing and also visually. So I LOVE 
the online format where I can reflect and consider, discuss and interact, and integrate new 
knowledge into my experience. So my expectations for this class are being met - a 
stimulating discussion that will eventually lead to more concise systematized knowledge 
fitting with my experience and of course meeting a competency goal. The leadership 
program fits my belief that knowledge must be connected to experience - so I love the 
connenctions with my work and my studies and the interconnectedness of my studies... 
 
February 3, 2009: Experience and Learning 
 
I really really liked Nury's post connecting experience to learning and Kolb's learning 
cycle. So, I hope it's ok, but I'm posting it here so I can keep thinking about it. Thanks 
Nury!! :) 
 
------ 
 



   As I read your post "All information, formal or informal, must have personal relevancy 
before the individual will even connect to what is happening" I thought of my experience 
with learning about snow. Growing in Puerto Rico I read about snow, wrote about it, 
could describe it and explain it and so I got good grades in my schooling as it related to 
water and its stages. For all accounts, I knew about snow. Later, when I was 21 years old 
and first visited the USA in Denver Co. I wanted to see snow. Even thought I had all the 
"school-knowledge" of snow, no one prepared me for the pain I experienced in my 
fingers when I tried to make a snow ball and throw it. No one prepared me for my wet 
jeans and sweater after I rolled on the snow and made a snow angel.... well, someone 
prepared me, I just didn't have something to relate my knowledge to. It wasn't until I 
experienced the snow that I really knew snow. 
 
My knowledge was stored and didn't become relevant until it was needed. It still amazes 
me that irrelevant knowledge can be "stored" until the situation arises when it is needed, 
and then, in that moment, the cycle is complete and learning is not only relevant but real. 
 
Hmmm... I just realize that my little ones memorizing their Bible memory verses is a way 
to instill knowledge (that when needed) the Holy Spirit can bring forth in their minds to 
use as weapons against temptation.Also, as they grow and have to make decisions on 
their own, the Bible (book-knowledge) can be the difference in them making the right 
decision. 
 
 Nury Perez 
 
February 4, 2009 
 
random thoughts about constructivism 
 
I know I have to think about constructivism more in this class..... probably this week - 
week 3 coming up. 
 
I had a couple thoughts this morning to write down.... 
 
1. Could it be that when Miller studied out the Bible for himself carefully comparing 
verse by verse was really Spirit-inspired constructivism... i.e. it wasn't knoweldge he 
"received" from a person, but under God's guidance, he constructed an understanding? 
Same with the Berean's who didn't just accept what Paul said - they checked it out. It's 
active engagement vs. passively believing the person/pastor/group/demonination who 
gives you "revealed" knowledge.  
 
2. Knowledge from revelation (the Bible), knoweldge from reason/logic/proof texts, and 
knowledge from experience are like the checks and balances in government. If you have 
reason alone, there are some parts of the Christian faith that have to be taken on faith - 
you can't "prove" them. If you have reason alone, you could be turned away from your 
faith. If you have experience alone (your relationship with Christ) you are open to 



deception because Satan can impersonate people / people who have died /Christ... 
without the revealed Word of God you could be decieved and led astray. 
 
I'm sure these thoughts will be coming clearer - but they are the postmodern-holding-two-
contradictory-views in a way that they complement each other.... 
 
February 5, 2009 
 
Week 4: My Worldview Post: What does “constructivism” mean to you?  What about 
this approach makes you uncomfortable? Comfortable? 
 
Constructivism means that knowledge is built in my head through experience, reflection, 
making connections to past knowledge, talking to colleagues and friends to process and 
create understandings and concepts. 
 
I believe that kids (and me) construct knowledge in that I like to create something with 
my representation of my understanding. I have a need to make charts, visuals and 
organizers to grasp knowledge . I have a belief that articulating your understanding 
clarifies it and solidifies your understanding. 
 
I'm attracted to the idea of making connections - to our previous knowledge, our 
experience, the ways we've experienced a concept or idea. 
 
I really like this quote from Delay: "Pedagogically speaking, then, students learn not 
because teachers teach (the "open head, insert knowledge" assumption) but because they 
have taken prior knowledge and reworked it in light of new information and experience." 
 
I also believe the student should be working harder than the teacher - that the teacher's 
role is to set up experiences, resources, and activities that create an environment 
conducive to the student constructing their own understanding. 
 
The parts of constructivism that I don't agree with are or that make me uncomfortable are: 
    •    I don't agree that we have no way of ever knowing an objective reality. I think there 
is God's revelation as well. I don't like the underlying scepticism. 
    •    I don't believe that there is "no certain knowledge". 
    •    I am not completely relativist - I believe in some certain knowledge! 
 
DeLay, R. B. (n.d.) Forming Knowledge - Constructivist learning and experiential 
education. http://www.rongen.com/artikelen/construct.htm 
 
I posted some pictures and questions on my blog this week that show more of what I 
believe about social constructivist learning. 
 
February 12, 2009 
 
Is Anything Aching? 



 
yes, my brain!! 
 
I feel like I could know everything but actually know nothing. (ok it sounds good like 
that but I really mean I could come to know some things) 
 
I feel like I agree with everything, but disagree with everything. 
 
I feel like I'm reading words that I thought I knew what they meant, yet now realize that 
they can be put together in ways that I am lost. 
 
I feel like I had a good foundation, yet it's shaking. 
 
I feel like maybe with a little more sleep and conversation, my knowledge and 
understanding will settle down again. 
 
February 19, 2009 
 
Week 5: What is there about the way you have learned, and the philosophies that have 
shaped your learning, that has contributed to and may still contribute to your 
worldview? 
 
Connections With My Educational Experiences 
 
My early elementary education was fairly traditional, with a focus on order in the 
classroom, following the rules, and the teacher as the giver of knowledge (mostly 
behaviorist with some essentialism and Adventist education principles). 
 
In the middle school years, I did coursework from Home Study International, some of 
which was done under the instruction of my aunt with a few other missionary kids. I 
believe this was the beginning of my exposure to “project based learning” 
(progressivism) with the real-world application of knowledge, and some constructivism 
in doing projects that “create” and “organize” knowledge. 
 
During my academy years, I loved biology, chemistry, geometry and algebra. I soaked up 
the memorization of facts, with learning being hard work, discipline and drill 
(essentialism). I was hooked on the thrill of conquering knowledge. 
 
In my senior year, I experienced a very unique religion class that was called Christian 
Nurture. The first semester was very project oriented / student directed. We put on a 
week of prayer, did preaching, wrote plays and skits to represent our beliefs etc. The 
second semester was an experiment in wide open learning, and I soaked it up with a huge 
binder full of individualized learning. I believe this class made a huge impact in my 
spirituality and faith, and also in my belief that constructivism can be safely applied to 
our study of the Bible, as long as it is Holy Spirit guided constructivism. I couldn’t have 
articulated it then, but ever since, I’ve wanted to be able to teach Bible in a way that 



students could experience the same digging, discussing, and praying and learning that 
happened among mostly young people in the founding of the Adventist church. In this 
way, they could internalize their beliefs and really “own” them because they searched 
them out for themselves (like the Bereans). 
 
This final year of academy laid the foundation for soaking up learning in college. I never 
saw myself as doing busy work for a grade. I just loved the learning. I think this was 
more an attitude on my end than the philosophy of education of my instructors. I did 
experience a lot of lecturing. 
 
I have noticed since, in my work in educational technology, threads of reconstructionism 
in the keynote speeches of educational technology proponents. It seems most of the 
keynote speakers tend to say the world is in crisis, jobs are going overseas, therefore you 
should use this technology or do more real-world learning that uses technology. Usually 
the speeches don’t take it as far as education changing society. It’s more like futurism 
where we don’t know what kind of jobs students will have when they get out of school; 
therefore we must teach students how to learn, how to respond to change, how to make 
choices (Knight, 2006, p. 129). 
 
I have not experienced any type of education that is trying to free the oppressed or change 
the power structure (at least not that I noticed!). 
 
I have come to really detest behaviorism in it’s extreme forms; although I realize learning 
facts is important. The extreme idea of conditioning students, programming them, or 
behavioral engineering is really disturbing to me. I realize that structure is important in 
the classroom, but choice, freedom, and respect of the individual are very very important 
to me. In my own instruction, mostly for teachers to learn to use educational technology, 
I try to set up experiences where they can learn, and learn how to learn. I hate it when 
they want to learn the steps without the concept (which seems behaviorist to me). I want 
teachers to connect their new learning with their prior experiences, their expertise on 
learning, and to construct their own understanding of the best way to use technology with 
their unique student needs and their own beliefs about teaching and learning. 
 
So as I wrote this, I realized that my constructivist / project-based learning experiences 
laid the foundation for my beliefs and practices about learning. 
 
Pragmatism and Constructivism 
 
Interestingly, the philosophies of education that resonated most with me were pragmatism 
and constructivism. I realize, as a Christian, I can't accept these philosophies in their 
totality. Experiential learning, project based learning, choice, a focus on process, and 
social constructivism are all important pieces of a good education in my view. Because I 
work in technology, which is constantly changing, change is not an issue at all for me. 
Pragmatists also are not afraid of change. I realize that I need to consider carefully which 
aspects of these philosophies I can accept and why; and which ones I must reject and 
why. My belief in God and the overarching metanarrative of the great controversy lay the 



foundation for my understanding of the world. While I reject many of the beliefs about 
the subjective impossible-to-know ideas of knowledge, I still accept and prefer many of 
the methodologies that come from these types of learning.  
 
Also, I noticed in the postmodern chapter in Knight the philosophical underpinnings of 
qualitative research; which is very interesting because I see both sides of qualitative and 
quantitative research - loving the "solid" numbers; but also seeing the value of thick 
personal descriptions of various perspectives. 
 
Anyway, lots of food for thought and writing my paper.... 
 
February 25, 2009 
 
Quote from Nury 
 
I really like this statement from Nury: "What is essential to keep in mind with 
behaviorism is the thinking and reasoning that needs to take place in between the 
stimulus and the response.  God is the God of free will and I like to follow that model as 
much as possible, CHOICE makes all the difference!" 
 
March 8, 2009 
Constructivism & web 2.0 = connectivism 
 
interesting video clip on connectivism - a new learning theory based on using web 2.0 
social networking tools and others from the digital age... 
 
http://www.teach42.com/2008/12/06/the-networked-student-in-plain-english/ 
 
and http://www.connectivism.ca/ 
 
and the orginial article here: http://www.itdl.org/Journal/Jan_05/article01.htm 
 
March 10, 2009 
 
Week 7: Add, subtract, adjust or enhance your view of life based upon what you have 
experienced in this week’s exercises and conversations. 
 
Reflecting…. 
 
This week has been so interesting. I've enjoyed listening to everyone discuss. I feel that 
I've only begun to scratch the surface of how to assume my character, and hope that it 
will get better in the next week. I have also found the process very interesting... some 
people are very confrontational and others are trying to find common ground. I'm not sure 
what if anything has changed my view of life or worldview yet. 
 
March 16, 2009 
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Week 8: Do you vibe with any of the philosophies in Stevenson?  Was it hard or easy to 
role play your assigned philosopher? In your reflections this week what 
creative/descriptive name might you give to your won worldview?  You may want to 
adapt your worldview’s name from the title from a historic ‘ism such as those we have 
read about this week. 
 
Reflecting on the wise guys 
 
Ok this isn't as good as my lost post, but good enough. 
 
Role Playing 
I thoroughly enjoyed the discussion with the wise guys the last two weeks. I loved the 
interaction between Aristotle and Plato - it would have been fun to hear that in person! I 
think they could have done it in realtime - some of my classmates were so good at taking 
on their person. I though preferred having this online because I was able to keep my book 
beside me. It was hard to play Sartre because he doesn't have much substance. He doesn't 
want to dictate any "shoulds" where it seems most of the other philosophers could easily 
come up with "shoulds". 
 
Stevenson's Philosophies 
 
Confucianism 
Nothing here really. I didn't like the focus on small men and sages or superior men. 
Somewhere I found a focus on the process of life that I liked - but now I can't find it 
again - was it this or Buddhism or Hindusim?? 
 
Hinduism 
Agree with the health principles. I really liked Davi's write up of the advice to Obama. 
That people should work for weath, the focus on responsibility and morality. 
 
Buddhism 
Not sure here. Nothing vibed. 
 
Plato 
Really don't like the way he confused thinking on the soul and mind and body being 
separate. Very problematic. 
 
Aristotle 
Good focus on reason and democracy, but should be balanced by faith and compassion. 
 
Kant 
This one is pretty comfortable - the balance between faith and science. I probably need to 
study further to see if/where I may disagree. 
 
Marx 



Agree with the concern for the oppressed, but I think he takes it a bit too far. God did set 
up ways to take care of the poor in the Israelite economy - like the year of jubilee etc. So 
that people didn't get downtrodden for generations and generations. 
 
Sartre 
Nope. Had enough of him for two weeks! :) 
 
Darwn 
Not much here either. Kant does a better job with the appropriate place of science. 
 
My Worldview Creative Name: Christian Balancism 
This is a really funny sounding name, but it's not dualism or pluralism or anything-goes-
postmodernism... it's starting with God, and pulling together a wholistic understanding 
that has been torn in pieces amongst all these different philosophies. 
 
March 22, 2009 
 
Week Nine: Please make one last comment before pulling it together next week. 
 
consequences of conversations with wise guys 
 
One of the things that happened to me during the wise guys weeks is seeing the 
perspective in some other worldviews. It made me think that they *might* be right and 
what if they are and I am not? A bit of a shaky thought, but it made me CHOOSE again 
(Sartre's influence?) my Christian worldview. I asked a colleague on Friday how he 
reconciled his faith and science - and in the conversation he said there's pretty solid 
evidence that the dinosaurs did NOT live at the same time as humans. He said he just 
doesn't know. I looked during that conversation down a path of not having the faith and 
certainty I have from my upbringing as a Seventh-day Adventist creationist. And seeing 
that path, I choose again to believe first, even when science and reason and evidence 
cannot always be reconciled with my faith. I still choose my faith. Based on my 
experience with God. Like Job, I cling to Him ANYWAY. 
 
March 23, 2009 
 
I really like Rachel's reference to this article and must find and read it and build into my 
paper... 
 
" 
 
Up until 2002 I thought the right way to respond to people with a differing worldview 
than mine was with my "guns drawn." I didn't think this literally of course, but definitely 
ready to prove my point, stance or believe. I thought the world was trying to steer me in 
many directions and I needed to simply state my case to the best of my ability. 
 



In 2002 I met my now dear friend Joel Kaufman. Through conversation he showed me 
that having an opinion is fine, but that there is nothing wrong with asking questions either 
even about things that you are SURE of. 
 
However, not until 2004 in my masters did I learn how to really question, learn about or 
seek a view point or worldview other than my own. In my first class in graduate school I 
was assigned to read an article by W. Barnett Pearce. The article's title was Achieving 
Dialogue with "the Other" in the Postmodern World. This article changed me forever. I 
could no longer claim ignorance after reading it. This article showed me the trick I had 
been playing on my self and others for years...I  thought I had been listening to others 
perspectives, when really I was simply waiting for my turn to talk and share my view. 
 
Pearce calls us to not necessarily believe the saying that "more is better." He instead calls 
for not more speech with each other, but better speech. He explains that most of our 
discussions are a monologue. Discussions of this type are turn taking. When your turn 
comes you use your turn to make a point. You use strategy to prove your point and the 
other persons view is simply the opposing view to be proven wrong. In monologue we 
never allow ourselves the opportunity to be changed or confused by the others views. We 
have our view and believe it to be nothing but true. 
 
Pearce also defined communication with the "other" in a way I couldn't ignore. He said 
that encounters with same minded people as ourselves allow us to think in terms of habit. 
Encounters with the other on the other hand can go three ways. 1) We can treat the other 
as a "wholly other" (63). This view is that the "other" is someone so alien to our world 
that even talking to them is almost thought of as a waste of time. This thought makes us 
think that we are justified in not befriending a person or even paying attention to 
an"other." 2) Another way is to think that the "other" is only "superficially different from 
us, 'just like us' under the veneer of exotic custom or differently pigmented skin" (65). 
THis way robs the "other" from being an "other." We rob them of their differences, 
culture, uniquenesses. The last way is to seek out the stories of the "other"  simply to hear 
them. We offer no rebuttal, no answer, no waiting for our turn to talk. We also allow 
ourselves to "possibly be changed" through the communication, story or moment. This 
approach allows us to "institutionalize dialogue as the form (not the content) of the 
metanarrative in postmodern society" (71). 
 
So many times I responded to other people's worldviews by waiting to share my view 
after hearing one from them. Today my goal is to simply hear, listen and learn and allow 
myself the possibility to be changed. 
 
Of course I admit that I am also constantly learning how to dialogue in our postmodern 
world better...because Pearce is calling for better speech instead of more.  " 
 
  
 
 


